
Bulleid Coach No. 5768 Progress Report

No. 5768 was built in 1947, one of the last corridor composites to be constructed by the 
Southern Railway. The underframe was built at Lancing with the body an Eastleigh 
product. It can be distinguished from the BR-built Bulleid coaches by the shallow sliding 
vents in the windows, and it was initially used as one of the three coach set No. 787 on 
the West of England trains running out of Waterloo. 

No. 5768 in BR livery at Horsted Keynes, 18 June, 1993. 

Withdrawn from traffic in 1968, it was sold to the Bulleid Society to run behind No. 
21C123 “Blackmoor Vale” and moved to the Railway in 1971 together with No. 21C123. 
An intermediate overhaul was undertaken on the coach at the Bluebell, and it entered 
traffic in May 1976 at the same time as No. 21C123. Running until 1994, its 
deteriorating condition, with cracked windows and body work problems, led to its 
withdrawal from traffic. 

In 2009 the coach entered the Carriage & Wagon Department works for a major 
overhaul, which included replacement of timber and steel frame structures, a complete 
new floor, re-sheeting of the steel outer skin, replacement bogies, and complete 
refurbishment of the interior and rewiring.

A No. 21C123 "Blackmoor Vale" train approaches 
Horsted Keynes station on 11 Dec., 2005 (photo: John Fry).

http://bulleidsociety.org/Coach_5768/5768_History.html


The overhaul has progressed under the overall charge of Roger Williams, with re-
canvassing and painting of the roof, refurbishment of the window and sliding vent 
frames, and reglazing of the large curved glass windows. Filling and priming of the outer 
skin has now progressed to consideration of the repaint into the appropriate livery.  

Internally, the coach has had a complete rewiring and overhaul of the electrical control 
gear. The toilet water system has been overhauled and installation is underway, and the 
refurbishment of the four first class and three second class compartments is 
progressing. Bulleid used both stainless steel and chrome plating for metalwork with re-
chroming carried out on some of these plated items. 

The seating has been re-upholstered, with a number of compartments completed. 
Internal corridor and compartment ceilings have been replaced with modern plastic-
based sheeting and varnished timber panelling in the corridors is now in place. 

The Bulleid Society is now looking forward to the return to traffic of the coach in a 
condition it has not been in since 1947, and the Railway will have a useful vehicle to join 
the Bulleid coaches now in traffic. 

By John Fry

The east side of coach with sheeting removed.



A re-chromed ceiling ventilation cover.

A door-hanging.



A reupholstered 3rd class compartment.

Another classic set. No. 34059 “Sir Archibald 
Sinclair” leaves Sheffield Park on a test run on 
11 March, 2009 (photo: Tony Deller).


